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10 words or less about yourself:
Facebookless yet social on a personal level.

Something most people don’t know about you: In about a 
month, I will become an aunt!!

An interesting fact from your country: Better tie your 
donkey than look for your donkey.

The New Black in TV/MOVIES: I am a serious TV show 
addict. Among the ones I follow are: Parks and Recreation, 
Modern Family, 2 Broke Girls, Real Humans (Swedish).

10 words or less about yourself:
I am an asshole but I am working on it.

Something most people don’t know about you: When 
I was young, I wanted to be a gynecologist. I don’t know 
what happened.

An interesting fact from your country: “Frenchies” are well 
know to complain all the time while smoking cigarettes. I 
quit smoking but I still complain.

The New Black in TV/MOVIES:
“Nymphomaniac”,a two episode movie from Lars Von Trier, 
is surprising, authentic and (damn.) showcase a behavior 
that is (or is becoming) banalized. “Nymphomaniac” is a 
perfectly cooked movie with juicy touches of soft porn.

(One thing is sure : you don’t want to watch this movie on 
your first date.)

The New Black in DESIGN:
I think design and the process of designing take all it sense 
when applied in a business strategy which as for ultimate 
goal to fulfill and answer the need of a population.

A good designer is good at designing. 
A great designer is good at using design.

The New Black in RANDOMNESS:
When I hear someone saying a word that I can recognize 
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On Wednesday, 30th of April, at 12:15,  we’ll have a special 
screening at HUMlab-x! We’ll watch two documentaries 
produced by Stefan Godskesen, lecturer at Umeå School 
of Architecture. Bring your lunchbox & your friends!

Check it out! Simon Larsson’s from BA blog:
http://simonlarsson-sketchwall.blogspot.se/
“I’m running a little blog that I call “Simon Larsson - 
Sketchwall”. It’s mostly for myself, because I want to 
encourage myself to keep the sketching fresh.” Email yours!

from a song I know, I start to sing it.
Sometimes, I like to make them up to fit the situation. 

(I think my brain does that a lot: trying to modify the reality.)

The New Black in WEB:
“Bip Bip Biuip Buip, Tooooom Toooom Tooom, Bip Bip 
Buip Bip. “ Plug your favorite pair of headphones and visit 
soundcloud.com/daxime

Some easy films to watch: Short Term 12, The Kings of 
Summer, Silver Linings Playbook.

The New Black in DESIGN: http://blog.designersofthings.
com/. Just a blog about Design and Technology.

Books relevant to the current Service Design project:
‘Design Transitions’ by Joyce Yee, Emma Jefferies and Lauren 
Tan. This book presents 42 unique and insightful stories 
about the theme: ‘How are design practices changing?’

‘From selling to co-creating: new trends, practices and 
tools to upgrade your sales force’ by  Regis Lemmens, Bill 
Donaldson and Javier Marcos. This book helps companies 
to transform their sales organizations allowing them to stay 
current with the technological and consumer trends and 
sustain competitive edge.

‘Enabling Creative Chaos : The Organization Behind the 
Burning Man Event’ by Chen, Katherine K. It tracks how a 
small, underfunded group of organizers transformed into 
an unconventional corporation with a ten-million-dollar 
budget and two thousand volunteers. This remarkable 
evolution, Chen reveals, offers important lessons for 
managers in any organization, particularly in uncertain 
times.
 
The New Black in WEB:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jf6uLMXbEn4&featur
e=youtu.be. Cat animation: The cats of YouTube by Richard 
Swarbrick

“Oh my god I cannot capture this in a post it” #designer 
#drama
“Facebook is the new cigarette break.” #fact
“Another day, another steampunk” #prototypes
“Get out of my hemisphere”
“Workshop is just a place that connects studio and 
Hansson&Hammer” #PositiveVibes

Overheard at UID*
*Pieces of wise awesomeness bouncing around 
in the corridors of UID. Follow and tweet your 
overheards @overheardatuid





The 61 best iPhone apps 
for designers

01. Layers

Layers for iPhone has everything you need to be creative on 
the go
Developer: Gotow.net
Price: $4.99/£2.99
Built on the feedback of mobile artists, Layers is a natural me-
dia painting application for the iPhone and iPod Touch. Fea-
turing Photoshop compatibility, a selection of brushes, full 
colour, paint, erase and smudge tools and the ability to add 
five layers to your drawings, this nifty little app has everything 
you need to be creative on the go.

02. Picerty

Picerty allows the creation of beautiful compositions from 
photos taken with your iPhone
Developer: Wightfield Limited
Price: Free
Picerty is an app that allows the creation of beautiful compo-
sitions from photos taken with your iPhone. You select nine 
pre-shot images to be placed in a 3×3 grid, then you can tap-
and-drag them into any of the nine positions for aesthetic ef-
fect.

There are 10 Instagram-esque filters and it’s all very quick and 
simple to apply these effects. You can upload the Picerty to 
the community, but not a #tag. This makes the Explore func-
tion a bit tedious, since you can’t search subjects. But you can 
share it on Facebook, Twitter, email, or even order greeting 
cards, posters or vinyl wall decal stickers.

03. Redacticam

Redacticam allows you to take photos without GPS data at-
tached
Developer: SparkNET Interactive
Price: $0.99
It’s no secret that the iPhone’s camera uses its GPS chip to 
add your location to your photography, and this isn’t always 
wanted. Redacticam lets you either take photos without GPS 
data attached, or it will create copies of photos or videos from 
your Camera Roll with the location stripped.

04. Storyboard Composer

Top iPhone apps for designers
Get the look and pace of your film right before even picking 
up a camera
Developer: Cinemek
Price: $14.99/£10.49

The best films come from meticulous planning and prepara-
tion, and one of the most important stages in that is story-
boarding. Getting the composition of your shots right before 
you start filming makes a massive difference to their eventual 
quality, but it’s a lot of work.

Storyboard Composer makes it slightly easier by enabling 
you to take photos or import them into the app, and then add 
arrows and notes to indicate what should be happening on 
screen.

05. Iconical

Create icons for your apps with Iconical
Developer: DAP Logic
Price: $1.99/£1.49
Iconical’s a crafty little app that, to an extent, enables you to 
create new app icons. That ‘to an extent’ bit’s important, since 
you’re only likely to be able to create new icons for a small 
proportion of your apps.

Mail, Maps, Messages, Phone and Safari are all supported 
within Iconical, and if you visit this page you’ll find the special 
shortcuts you need to create icons for iTunes, App Store, Cal-
endar, Music and other default apps. There’s also support for 
a number of third-party apps, particularly the bigger-name 
ones.

06. PicLab HD

Create inspiring images for the internet
Developer: Roberto Nickson
Price: $1.99/£1.49
PicLab HD is a nifty app for creating those inspiring images 
that you get all over the internet these days. You know, the 
ones featuring a photo – probably with at least one retro filter 
applied – with a helpful aphorism layered over the top in an 
attractive, friendly typeface. PicLab HD makes them an abso-
lute doddle, enabling you to either snap a photo or grab one 
from your photo library, then go to town on it.

07. Strata

Banish those flat design blues with the Strata game
Developer: Graveck
Price: $0.99/£0.69
So you’ve just updated to iOS 7 and you’re not feeling the 
flat design? Are you missing a bit of the old skeuomorphism? 
Ease your withdrawal with iPhone game Strata!

It’s a simple enough premise: you’re presented with a small 
grid containing a pattern of coloured squares, and you have 
to strategically layer strips of ribbon so that when you’re fin-
ished, the colours of the top layer of ribbons match the col-
oured squares below. Easy enough to start off with, but as you 
progress through the game the grids become larger, the pat-
terns more complex and you have more colours to play with, 
making matters a whole lot trickier.

08. 3DMark

The real fun lies in running the benchmarking tests
Developer: Futuremark
Price: Free
3DMark’s a benchmarking tool that’s been putting PCs 
through their paces since the 1990s, and now there’s an iOS 
version that’ll give your iPhone (or your iPad or iPod) a proper 
3D workout and award it a no-nonsense score.

The real fun lies in running the benchmarking tests, which 
are beautiful mock-ups of a detailed and action-packed 3D 
game. They’re a delight to watch, and once they’re done you 
can find out how many frames per second your device can 
manage and just how good it is at simulating 3D physics.

09. Photochop

Chop up your photos with this handy little hat
Developer: Big Bucket Software
Price: $0.99/£0.69
We probably like this app for its name as much as for its func-
tion. It’s a cheap and cheerful little tool for mucking about 
with pictures; the latest in a long line of photo editing apps. 
Simply pick a snap from your iPhone’s photo library, chop it 
up into a set of tiles and then go crazy.

10. Filmic Pro

Packed with features, is this the ultimate iPhone video cam-
era?
Developer: Cinegenix, LLC
Price: $4.99/£2.99
FiLMiC Pro is, quite simply, the answer to the frustrations film-
makers have with Apple’s default camera app. The most obvi-
ous and immediately useful features are the ability to set the 
focus and exposure separately, to lock them individually, and 
to lock the white balance. They’re all vital for getting the tone 
and mood of what you’re filming right, and FiLMiC knows 
that.

Video nuts will find wide-eyed glee in the ability to specify 
not only what resolution it films at, but also the framerate 
and, best of all, the bitrate, so you can record at quality far 
beyond the Apple defaults – great if you’re filming lots of mo-
tion.

11. Adobe Kuler

Kuler from Adobe is one of the best iPhone apps for colour 
picking

Developer: Adobe
Price: Free
Originally annouced in October 2011, Adobe recently re-
leased an iPhone version of its Kuler tool - and it’s one of the 
best iPhone apps for colour picking around.

Its headline feature is that you can use it to generate colour 
themes using your iPhone camera. Kuler captures five points 
of colour in any scene, creating a swatch that you can then 
tweak, save and send to other Adobe tools such as Illustrator. 
Alternatively, you can extract colour from images in your own 
photo stream, Flickr, or the web.

The app offers a number of useful options to tweak swatches 
after a palette has been created, including a colour wheel, 
preset colour modes and RGB sliders. And, if you don’t have an 
iPhone, colour palettes can also be uploaded to a new Kuler 
web-based interface, which launched alongside the app.

12. Adobe Ideas

The cool vector illustration app has been made free to down-
load!
Developer: Adobe
Price: Free
Adobe’s iOS companion to Illustrator is one of the best iPhone 
apps we’ve come across - and the best news is, Adobe has 
made it free to download.

The features in version 2.6 include the ability to customize 
your toolbar with your favourite brushes, draw more accu-
rately, share your designs on Facebook and Twitter, and sync 
your colour themes with the Kuler website. If you have Crea-
tive Cloud membership you can also sync the app between 
your iPad, your iPhone and your desktop.

13. Path On

Path On lets you add funky text to photos in unique ways
Developer: Peta Vision
Price: $1.99/£1.49
Path On lets you add funky text to photos in unique ways. You 
draw the path you’d like the words to take, then type in your 
message – the text then flows along the path.

The custom options are the real killer feature here, with you 
being able to adjust the font, the letter space, the alignment 
and much, much more. There’s a good range of fonts, and 
playing around is fast and easy. The photo filters are best 
avoided, but sharing your photo is easy.

14. Repix

Repix allows you to ‘paint’ filter effects onto images to create 
brilliant effects
Developer: Sumoing Ltd
Price: Free
The problem with filters in many photo editors is that you’re 
required to apply it to the whole image, or spend an age cre-
ating precise selections. Repix attempts to overcome this by 
letting you ‘paint’ filter effects onto your images to create bril-

Full list: http://www.creativebloq.com/design-tools/best-
iphone-apps-812522
Top 10 Free Design Apps for Android: http://www.creative-
bloq.com/android/free-android-apps-11410252



Do you have an idea ready to revolutionize healthcare? 
Are you looking for access to unique expertise, sought-after 
contacts or resources to develop your idea? Or do you just 
want to stay on top of all the latest in digital health? Join the 
Health Hack Academy, the collaborative hack tank kicking off 
on May 9th in Stockholm.

Health Hack Academy (HHA) is a condensed meeting place 
for corporations, entrepreneurs, developers, researchers, 
designers, students, patients, healthcare professionals, 
caregivers and others who are looking to transform the future 
of health care. HHA’s goal is to support the creation of digital 
health startups originating in a 48-hour hackathon and with 
the finalists showcased at Stockholm’s Digital Health 2014 
conference that attracts an international audience.

HHA is built around three workshops, plus the 48-hour 
hackathon. These are fun and intense hands-on events 
where teams collaborate to tackle real-world challenges in a 
supportive environment of peers and mentors. 
We welcome both experienced and inexperienced hackers, 
thinkers and other creative minds, regardless if you ever 
participated in a hackathon before or not.
Please feel free to pass this invite on to colleagues and 
friends! More at: http://www.digitalhealthdays.se/hha

liant effects.

A choice of nine brushes run along the bottom of the screen; 
they range from artistic effects such as Posterize and Char-
coal to more creative effects such as Halftone patterns and 
Ink splats. There’s also an eraser and an ‘undoer’ brush.

15. Behance

Big improvements have been made to the WIP feature
Developer: Behance
Price: Free
We’re huge fans of online portfolio platform Behance at Crea-
tive Bloq, especially its super-slick iPhone app. So we were 
keen to check out the improvements made for the latest ver-
sion, 2.25.

The main tweaks have been made to the ‘Work in Progress’ 
(WIP) feature, including new Flash controls added for the 
WIP Camera and image editing apps like Adobe Photoshop 
Touch can now push images into the Behance app as WIPs. 
Developers have also added a Pin functionality to the app, so 
you will now see a Pinterest button in the share menu.

16. Blux Camera Pro

Blux Camera Pro app recommends what mode to shoot in, 
depending on the weather in your area
Developer: YIN XUE
Price: $2.99/£1.99
Tap a button in Blux Camera Pro and the app will work out 
where you are and pull the current local weather, then also 
look at the scene it’s shooting and make a mode recom-
mendation and optionally reading out the info that gets dis-
played on your screen. 

You can pair it with a separate 69p app called Blux Lens run-
ning over Wi-Fi on another iOS device so you can control its 
camera remotely; a fine idea, though Wi-Fi’s limited range 
means this is possibly not ideal for, as the screenshots on the 
App Store suggest, taking photos of a pack of wild lionesses.

17. Drawnimal
Help your kids learn the alphabet with this adorable drawing 
app
Developer: Lucas Zanatto
Price: $1.99/£1.49
An app for the little ones! Any designer will know that it all 
starts when you’re a kid and this adorable new app from de-
signer and animator Lucas Zanatto aims to motivate those 
budding youngsters. Not only does it encourage children to 
draw, it shows them the main features of the animals with 
animations to help them to learn the alphabet.

Drawnimal is available for iPhone and iPad, with over 30 dif-
ferent animated animals and sounds. You can also switch be-
tween four different languages.

18. Tick
Developer: Taphive
Price: $0.99/£0.69

Tick is a to-do list app - of the type that, honestly, you proba-
bly don’t need, what with the built-in Calendar and Remind-
ers apps doing perfectly serviceable jobs - lent desirability 
by how thoroughly customisable it, and by its sheer flatness.

As well as being pretty flat it’s also a procrastinator’s dream 
because its customisation tools enable you to devote plenty 
of time to creating special to-do lists, choosing icons and 
picking a pleasing colour for them when you really ought to 
be getting on with the things that you’re creating a to-do list 
for. 

Full list: http://www.creativebloq.com/design-tools/best-
iphone-apps-812522


